Quarterly Newsletter - Groundwater

June, 2019

Special Edition - News for June 2019. The quarterly schedule will start Q3 July, 2019.
We hope you find the topics valuable and interesting!

Good Reads
Submarine Groundwater Discharge at a Single Spot Location: Evaluation of Different Detection
Approaches

Customer Quote
"These units are workhorses and very user friendly." - Radon Diagnostic Laboratory Owner

Did you Know?
DURRIDGE moved office space in February 2019 to 900 Technology Park Drive, Billerica, MA 01821

DURRIDGE Tip
DURRIDGE’s free-of-charge CAPTURE software for Macintosh and Windows
provides the ability to download radon and thoron data files from the RAD7 and
issue commands to the instrument for performing various common tasks. A chart
recorder renders sophisticated real-time graphs of radon and thoron data from
single or multiple RAD7s. CAPTURE’s extensive graphing features include
advanced data navigation, multiple statistics panels, and enhanced selection
abilities. Data may be exported to a variety of human-readable formats.
Screenshot of Radon data graph in CAPTURE software

Events

June 21st Carlos Bielicki, Durridge CCO, will present at Geotech 11th Annual Field
Days in Colorado.

As a member of the project’s Industry Interest Group, DURRIDGE will attend the
MetroRADON IIG meeting at PTB in Braunschweig, Germany on June 18th.

July 7th Durridge will attend Health Physics Society 64th Annual Meeting in
Orlando, FL.

June 5 - 7, Ameek srl is demonstrating the RAD7 at VII National Conference on
Physical Agents, Environmental monitoring: from production to data analysis.

Schedule a meeting at an Event

Radon in the News
MetroRADON is a pan-European project aiming to develop reliable techniques and
methodologies to enable SI traceable radon activity concentration measurements. For

more information about the project, visit metroRADON.

Global Reach
Durridge Announces New Authorized Sales Partners for India and Italy
ADVANCETECH of Mumbai (advancetech.in) and AMETEK srl of Milan
(ametekinstruments.it) recently joined the Durridge family of authorized sales
partners. As experts in the markets for Durridge products in their regions,
Advancetech and Ametek continue to broaden the global reach of the Durridge
sales network.
ADVANCETECH was established in 1995 with the aim to provide quality service,
state-of-the-art products and solutions by leveraging the vast experience of the
founders of the company in the field of technology. The company is a leading
provider of technology products and services with over 200 man-years of
unmatched experience with more than 500 satisfied customers.

AMETEK srl is a division of AMETEK, a leading global provider of electronic
instruments and electromechanical devices.

Share our newsletter with your colleagues on social media.

Email us with topics you'd like to learn more about to info@durridge.com
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